Memorandum

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, NEWARK (100-57227) (P)

SUBJECT: EASTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATION

IS-C 0

DATE: 12/3/75

On 11/15/75, the Newark Division of the FBI received a telephone complaint from [redacted]

advised as follows:

advised that according to [redacted] the ESWA is a communist front group which is attempting to organize domestic service workers, hotel workers and militant laborers. She also advised that the ESWA has a five year plan for the violent overthrow of the U.S. Government. [redacted] advised she was calling the FBI at the request of [redacted] as both she and [redacted] are very much concerned and worried about [redacted] getting involved in this type of organization.

On 11/17/75, [redacted] was recontacted and an appointment was made to meet with her at her home on 11/18/75.

On 11/18/75, [redacted] was interviewed by SAS [redacted] CH 39
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advised she is married to__________ and is a student at Fordham University, Bronx, NY. It is noted__________ also has advised that she

stated that__________ became under the influence of__________ who formerly resided at__________ but recently moved to__________. (LNU) persuaded__________ to start doing voluntary work for the ESWA in New Brunswick.__________ is so much involved now that she wants to withdraw from college entirely and work full time for the organization.

It is noted that telephone #__________ is an unlisted number subscribed in name of__________ on 10/18/75.

stated that according to__________ the ESWA group from New Brunswick attended a regional meeting of the group at the Times Square Hotel in New York City in the recent past. The regular meeting ended at 10:00 pm, however, as__________ had to wait for a ride back to New Brunswick, a cadre or leadership group held another meeting where they discussed their total commitment to plans for a revolution in the U.S. within five years.

furnished a flyer issued by the ESWA which lists its address as 97 Church Street, New Brunswick, NJ, telephone # 201-246-9572. A xeroxed copy of this flyer is attached to this communication.

On 11/19/75__________ telephonically advised that on the afternoon and evening of 11/18/75, after interview by SAs of the FBI, she visited__________ 97 Church Street, New Brunswick, NJ, in a further effort to talk to__________ into finishing college and leaving the ESWA.__________ stated__________ is living with four or five others in the back of this storefront. She took__________ out for dinner and obtained the following information:
The ESWA is a pure Leninist-type organization apparently pro-Chinese with a Cuban element. It seems to have some sort of a connection with the National Labor Federation.

According to [redacted], the ESWA was organized ten years ago, but has been in existence at New Brunswick only since May, 1975.

The district leader is [redacted] (LNU), a brilliant man with little formal education. [redacted] advised that [redacted] last name sounded like [redacted] however, she was not sure.

[Redacted] a white female, came from Antioch College in Ohio to formalize the organization at New Brunswick. She has apparently traveled extensively.

[Redacted] [name] at Livingston College, has a Ph.D. Degree from Columbia University, New York City, and among other things is in charge of speaking engagements for the ESWA.

[Redacted] a professor at Livingston College, and reportedly an author.

[Redacted] (LNU), in command in Cuba, under CASTRO, lives in New York City and works with [redacted] (LNU) in running the organization.

[Redacted] part-time volunteer worker who's being pressured to quit college and work full time for the ESWA. [Redacted] is also a part-time worker.

[Redacted] (LNU), a black male, [redacted] advised that the above named persons are all connected with the ESWA.

[Redacted] also advised [redacted] told her that the group has a Red Guard or Red Army, she could not recall the exact term used, in various U.S. cities which drills once a week and is part of the plan of overthrowing the government in five years when the workers will arise in revolution.
The ESWA also has one "safe house" in each area where meetings can be held in complete security. The "safe house" in the New Brunswick area is the house where [redacted] stayed. [redacted] did not get [redacted] to elaborate on the above statement.

[redacted] also told her that the ESWA plans to open nine new "entities" in Massachusetts, New York State and Paterson, NJ. This term was not explained.

[redacted] stated she had no success in convincing [redacted] to sever her relationship with the ESWA; however, she tried not to agitate [redacted] in order to keep a line of communication open. [redacted] thinks [redacted] will be. [redacted] she will attempt to obtain further information from [redacted] concerning the ESWA and persons connected with it.

Newark indices negative regarding the ESWA, the National Labor Federation and persons named as being associated with the ESWA.

Indices indicate that the Red Guard has previously been mentioned in the case captioned "PROLETARIAN CENTER, aka Red Guards, IS-C", Bureau file 100-461019, Newark file 100-52685. In this particular case, the Red Guards operated in Jersey City, NJ, with members [redacted] was last reported to be residing [redacted] and
Newark has opened case to conduct a preliminary inquiry into the ESWA.

LEADS

BUREAU

Will check Bureau indices regarding ESWA, National Labor Federation and Red Guards.

2. Bureau authority requested to open cases on [redacted] as all three appear to be college professors at Livingston College, New Jersey.

NEW YORK


2. Will check indices regarding Red Guards.

3. Will contact sources who may have any knowledge of the ESWA.

CLEVELAND


NEWARK

AT NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ: Will contact sources in an attempt to determine identity of [redacted] (LNU), any knowledge of the ESWA and persons connected with the organization.

2. Will also contact sources for any knowledge of Red Guards.
AT NEWARK, NJ: Will maintain contact with
for any additional information she may
obtain from
has been requested to specifically question
regarding any additional information regarding
the Red Guards, where they meet and if they possess firearms.
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Service Workers Organize

EASTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATION is an ad hoc committee comprised of concerned citizens, local household workers, domestic workers and employees of service programs, assisted by clergy and students.

We are working together on a volunteer basis in the hope that a permanent solution to the problems of domestics, attendant care workers, homemakers and other janitorial and service workers in the nation in general, and in the Eastern region specifically, can be reached.

Membership in the committee is open to all those who wish to see this deprived strata of the population gain equal protection afforded other citizens under the law, and who are willing to work succinctly toward that end. The Association has no paid employees and exists only through the dedication and generosity of its membership. Outside of its stated aims no other aim or aspiration is being served.

Many who have joined the committee come from the ranks of Eastern domestic and service workers themselves. Others had experience in direct service organizations, the civil rights movement, the anti-war movement, or community organizing. Persons in other communities with successful experience in solving low income service and labor oriented problems were approached and volunteered their services. When a volunteer membership approached a level representative of the community — an organizing drive was launched to band local service workers together collectively to consider their own problems.

Together We Can Win

For the second time in the history of the United States, and for the first time in the Eastern region, all types of service workers are organizing together into an Association that can deal directly with the problems of wages and living conditions. We are presently contacting all workers who are not yet members in order to build an organization which truly represents the interests of the service worker and will
speak for the service worker. A monthly fee of 62¢ will be charged to the participating member. After the initial dues collection upon joining, each individual member is charged with collection of their own dues, subject to resignation from the organization.

EASTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATION currently endorses NO pragmatic solution to the host of problems surrounding domestic and service workers' labor conditions. It is the current aim of the group to form from the ranks of local service workers and their supporters an organization working toward the enjoyment of benefits presently denied them. A suggestion has been the establishment of a health clinic, run in the manner of the health clinic facilities of Eastern Farm Workers Association of New York and Long Island. As a predecessor to such service, a BENEFIT PROGRAM has been established for the membership at no additional charge. As the organization continues to grow, we believe that service workers themselves will be placed in a better position to judge both their needs and the methods by which these needs can be satisfied.

Come Join With Us

Although the Eastern United States has never before experienced any successful organization of this nature, we believe the examples of our sister organizations of the ad hoc National Labor Federation, such as the California Homemakers Association and Western Service Workers Association, leave us with the hope for eventual victory. Until these attempts succeeded, countless other organizing efforts were stifled by adversity and lack of success. Although failures in form, they left one legacy to the workers of this area—A numerous though often bitter assortment of individuals and organizations who tried to help. Many of these survivors carry on the EASTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATION. Many more are needed to carry the struggle onward.

Here to Win—Here to Stay

Labor Donated
Eastern Service Workers Association
97 CHURCH STREET
NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J. 08901

(201) 246-9572.
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Memorandum

TO: Director, FBI
   (ATTENTION: INTD)

FROM: SAC, Cleveland (100-DEAD)

DATE: 12/8/75

SUBJECT: EASTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATION
         IS - C

Re Newark letter to the Bureau dated 12/3/75.

Referenced letter set forth information from

concerning captioned organization and participation therein. A lead was set forth for Cleveland to review indices regarding a student from Antioch College, Oberlin, Ohio.

For information of the Newark Office, Antioch College is located at Antioch, Ohio which is within the Cincinnati Division. Newark's letter is therefore being forwarded to Cincinnati for appropriate action.

For further information of Newark and Cincinnati, Cleveland Office indices reflect no references identifiable with captioned group or with A copy of referenced letter is being retained in the Cleveland Office for reference in the event the Eastern Service Workers Association comes to the attention of this office in the future.

1 - Bureau
2 - Cincinnati (Enc. 2)
1 - Newark (100-57227)
2 - Cleveland

CAH: cmb (7)
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SAC, Newark (100-57227)

Director, FBI (105-293232)

EASTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATION IS

ReNKlet 12/3/75.

Files of FBIHQ contain no information regarding
the Eastern Service Workers Association or the National
Labor Federation. FBIHQ files further do not contain any
additional information regarding the Proletarian Center, and
Red Guards, from that originally submitted by the Newark
Division.

100-486889-121

Authority is denied at this time to conduct
investigation of individuals

until determination is made as to
the subversive nature of subject organization. Within
90 days advise FBIHQ of results of your preliminary inquiry
accompanied by recommendations for further investigation.

DJF:sdjs sdjs REG:70

NOTE: 9/18/95 SPAG/dmg

The Eastern Service Workers Association (ESWA) is
currently based at 97 Church Street, New Brunswick, New Jersey,
and was formed to find a permanent solution to the problems
of domestics, attendant care workers, homemakers and other
janitorial and service workers in the nation in general. An
allegation was made by who is
currently involved with the ESWA that it is a "pure Leninist-
type organization apparently pro-Chinese with a Cuban element."
Investigation is warranted to determine subversive nature of
the ESWA.
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
Memorandum

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-293232)
FROM: SAC, NEWARK (100-57227) (P)

DATE: 1/9/76
SUBJECT: EASTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATION

Re: Newark letter to Bureau, 12/3/75. Bureau letter to Newark, 1/2/76.

On 12/20/75, ______ advised that she and ______ had traveled to the headquarters of the ESWA in New Brunswick, NJ, on that date and she finally ended up calling the local police to come and take ______ to police headquarters on charges of contributing to the delinquency of a minor.

A hearing was set for 12/22/75.

On 1/5/76, ______ advised that the hearing was in New Brunswick, NJ, and ______ was represented by a lawyer named ______ who was retained by the ESWA. The police had held ______ in a juvenile detention center over the weekend.

The hearing officer ruled that ______ that she could take ______ back to Bergen County and place her.

______ decided to dismiss the charges and she has not seen or heard from ______ since that date. ______ feels that all lines of communication with ______ are now finished.

______ advised that about Thanksgiving Day, 1975, ______ charged two telephone calls to the ______ residence. One was for a Queens, NY, telephone ______ which she determined is an unlisted number listed to ______

2 - Bureau
2 - New York
2 - Newark

(6)
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The other number is __________ which was an unlisted number in the name of __________

LEADS

NEW YORK

AT NEW YORK, NY: Will recheck subscribers to the above New York telephone numbers and obtain resident addresses and check name through indices.
Memorandum

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-293232) DATE: 2/17/76

FROM: ADIC, NEW YORK (100-182289)(REC)

SUBJECT:

EASTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATION
IS 6 - N/C

Re: N/K

Let to the Bureau, copy to New York, 1/9/76.

On 1/28/76, the Security Supervisor, New York Telephone Company, 1095 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York, 10036, furnished the following information to SA

Telephone number was subscribed to by

It was disconnected 1/12/75.

Telephone number is subscribed to by

New York indices are negative re:

[Handwritten note: 9/18/75, SPAGANJ]

REC-49

Bureau (RM)

Newark (100-57227) (RM)

1 - New York

5 FEB 1976

EJM: ms
(5)
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Memorandum

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
FROM: ADIC, NEW YORK (100-182246) (RUC)
SUBJECT: EASTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATION

Re: NKlet to Bureau, 12/3/75.

For information of the Newark Office, the NYO indices were searched on 1/16/76, regarding the ESWA, National Labor Federation, and without any identification of subject organization, the National Labor Federation or

In view of the above, no further investigation is being conducted in NY, and this matter is being placed in an RUC status.

(2) Bureau (RM)
2- Newark (100-57227) (RM)
1- New York

JEM: lpr
(5)
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
FROM: SAC, CINCINNATI (100-22314) (RUC)
SUBJECT: EASTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATION
IS-C
OO: NK

DATE: 3/9/76

Re CV let to the Bureau, 12/8/75, with copy of NK. Let to the Bureau 12/3/75, enclosed for Cincinnati.

The Cincinnati Division has been attempting to develop complete information regarding captioned organization and at Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio, through This source, however, has not furnished any information regarding the subject to date. It is noted that the policy of Antioch College is to not furnish any information without a release.

The subject is not known to personally. This source also advised SA on 1/9/76, that the name of the organization was not familiar to her.

There are no references in the Cincinnati Division regarding the captioned organization or

On 1/20/76, advised SA that he possessed no information regarding the captioned organization or

on 12/17/73, furnished SA with a list of graduates of Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio, as of June 1973. This list identified one as receiving a Bachelor of Arts degree in elementary education.

On 2/17/76, advised there was no record regarding with the Yellow Springs Police Department.

6-Bureau
2-Newark (100-57227)
1-Cincinnati

RMJ: naa (5)
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-293232)
FROM: SAC, NEWARK (100-57227) (C)

SUBJECT: EASTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATION

DATE: 3/24/76

Investigation at New Brunswick, NJ, through contacts with a confidential source, has failed to substantiate information received from [redacted] that the captioned organization is a communist front group.

Investigation has also failed to develop any information of a subversive nature in regard to persons reportedly associated with the ESWA or any information concerning the existence of a Red Guard in the New Brunswick, NJ area.

On 3/18/76, [redacted] was recontacted and advised that approximately one month ago, she was in contact with [redacted], who stated she was quitting the ESWA and going to stay with friends. Later, [redacted] contacted these friends of [redacted] who told her that people from the ESWA convinced [redacted] to return and work for the organization. [redacted] has not been seen or talked to since that time.

In view of the fact that investigation at Newark and other Field Divisions has not determined any positive information to substantiate the allegations in this matter, Newark is placing this case in a closed status.

In the event information is received in the future that the ESWA is a communist front organization or involved in activities inimical to the United States, Bureau authority will be requested to reopen this case.

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

-CC-released

[Signature]

[Stamp: 55 MAR 31 1976]
Memorandum

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-293232)

FROM: SAC, NEWARK (100-57227) (C)

SUBJECT: EASTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATION (ESWA);

DATE: 6/18/76

Re Newark letters to the Bureau, 1/3/76 and 3/24/76; New York letters to the Bureau, 2/1/76 and 3/4/76; Cincinnati letter to the Bureau, 3/9/76.

On 6/14/76

- telephonically contacted the Newark Office of the FBI to report that she has had three contacts with

- since Easter 1976.

- advised is now working with the National Farm Workers (NFW) in Bellport, Long Island, New York, which appears to be the main organization with the ESWA, one of many front groups of this parent organization.

- advised that in conversations with

she developed the following information:

The NFW is an organization that deals with migrant farm workers which are mostly black. They also deal with the nursery workers who are mostly Puerto Rican. The NFW operates a health center on Long Island for these migrant workers by providing health and dental care at 60¢ a year. The health center includes black dentists and doctors.

Every other Friday the NFW members meet at various places for history, lectures which are really Marxist-Leninist indoctrination courses.

The NFW still has its five year plan to take over the government. However, whenever the subject of violence was brought up by they would only say that she is not concerned with that aspect of the organization but did say that being a communist you have to break the law.

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
stated that the NPW office has been raided by the Suffolk County police who were looking for weapons, however, [ ] of one of the police officers always tips them off when a raid is imminent.

also stated that the organization is under investigation by the National Labor Relations Board which is taking them to court as the organization is not registered as a union.

also advised that the ESWA in New Brunswick, NJ, has moved from Church Street to an office on George Street which was formerly occupied by the United Farm Workers Union.

has left New Brunswick, NJ, to work in some other area of the country.

advised the organization raises money by sending members into supermarkets and parking lots for donations. [ ] claims she has collected as much as $25.00 an hour on occasions.

stated that on two occasions she visited [ ] in Bellport and [ ] is living and working with a [ ] who is a lecturer at the State University at Stony Brook and also head of the Long Island Equal Justice Association.

advised that one statement that made which she feels is pertinent is that Russian Communism has imperfections and the only true Communism is in Cuba and China.

advised she will be seeing [ ] again in the near future and will advice Newark of any additional information of a subversive nature she elicits from [ ]

As previous inquiries in this matter were negative and as there is no cooperating information that [ ] is telling the truth, no action is being requested or being taken at this time.
In the event [ ] develops additional information concerning the National Farm Workers which would tend to prove the allegations, this case will be opened at that time and the Bureau advised.

LEADS

NEW YORK:

AT NEW YORK, NY. One copy of this letter being furnished for information purposes.
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

TO: Director, FBI

FROM: SAC, Sacramento (100-8023)

SUBJECT: CALIFORNIA HOMEMAKERS ASSOCIATION (CHA), WESTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATION (WSWA), NATIONAL LABOR FEDERATION (NLFP)

Preliminary investigation has been initiated on the following [X] organization [ ] individual and a search of FBIHQ files is requested:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name/Aliases</th>
<th>Birth Date</th>
<th>Birthplace</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>captioned organization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Residence

Employment

Description: [ ] Other

Sex: [ ] Race: [ ]

Basic Allegation: Information provided by [ ] advised that captioned organization is revolutionary. Highest level members called viable cadre, considered committed revolutionaries. [ ] told [ ] that CHA sent the political concept to the Kremlin, China, and Cuba. [ ] advised Cuba responded and indicated "Cuba will send us money and troops if we can prove to them that we're willing to commit revolution; if we're serious."

FOR USE ONLY OF FBIHQ

 Bufile #: [ ]

 Bufile negative [ ] Bufile contains identifiable information [ ]
 Bufile contains no information not in your possession [ ] Attached [ ] Will follow up
 Insufficient information on which to base search [ ] FBIHQ concurs with Field act [ ]

Remarks:

[ ] FBIHQ indices are negative regarding captioned group. Hence preliminary inquiry is handled within 90 days & a community suitably for dissemination is submitted to FBIHQ.

Bureau: SAC, Sacramento

Date: 10/16/78
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
FROM: SAC, SACRAMENTO (100-8023) (P)
SUBJECT: CALIFORNIA HOMEMAKERS ASSOCIATION (CHA);
WESTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATION (WSWA);
NATIONAL LABOR FEDERATION (NLF)
DOMESTIC SECURITY

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HERETOFOLi IS UNCLASSIFIED
EXCEPT WHERE ShOWN

CLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

SECRET

TOP SECRET

SECRET

CONFIDENTIAL

UNCLASSIFIED

Re FD 489 dated 10/16/78.

Enclosed for the Bureau are four copies of a LHM setting forth investigation conducted regarding captioned group.

The source referred to in the LHM is (protect), requested an interview with the FBI to furnish activities of a revolutionary organization which was known as CHA.

The slogans which are mentioned in the LHM on which the source reported, were some of handwritten inscriptions on two birthday cards which CHA members gave

Classified and Extended by #152
Reason for Extension FCIM, II, 1-2.4.2 (2)
Date of review for for Declassification 12/11/78

16 DEC. ZB 1973

Approved: 62 FEB 1979
The following information was received from Indices review in Sacramento for California Homemakers Association:

SC 100-6951-8, captioned International Workers Party (IWP). Memo based on New York FD 306, advising IWP headquarters in Sacramento located at 3500 Stockton Boulevard. Physical surveillance determined sign in the window, "Western Service Workers Association, California Homemakers Association, Here to Win, Here to Stay".

SC 100-3894-31, captioned National Lawyers Guild (NLG). Memo dated 10/31/74, which advised that physical surveillance at McGeorge Law School, Sacramento, determined posters on a bulletin board announcing an NLG meeting on 10/24/74. Featured at this meeting was California Homemakers Organization, who would speak on labor organizing.

SC 100-463-214, captioned CPUSA. Memo which indicated CHA, WSWA, were observed as occupants of building at 912 Grand Avenue, Sacramento.

The second source referred to in the LHM is Detective Intelligence Division, Sacramento County Sheriff's Office. Advised that he contacted Santa Cruz Law Enforcement officials regarding this alleged gun incident, and nothing could be verified regarding this.

Also advised that CHA had filed a law suit against the County of Sacramento.

Attorney was contacted regarding this law suit, and the information is set forth in the LHM.
Sacramento indices on all individuals mentioned in LHM were conducted, and the only significant indices information was on 12/23/76, advised that [redacted] was one of three people who attended a Third World Women's Caucus in the San Francisco Bay area. This source also advised that [redacted] local CPUSA member, were also in attendance at this caucus. (XX) (X) U

The information provided by [redacted] indicates that the captioned group believes in the overthrow of the United States Government, but at the present time appears to have no plans or methods to attempt violence in achieving this goal. It is noted that [redacted] has indicated contact with Cuban officials, and Cuban support upon evidence of sincerity of revolutionary commitment.

Sacramento requests that due to this information regarding a Cuban connection, that a full investigation be allowed for the purpose of determining this possible connection, and also to determine if this group has any ability or potential to use violence in furthering their attempts towards their revolutionary goals.
A source of the Sacramento office advised she became aware of California Homemakers Association (CHA) from a referral through Aquarian Effort. She was told they would provide emergency food, clothing, and housing to those in need. She was also told that this organization assisted people who sought domestic employment. (X)

The source advised that approximately one year ago she became a member of CHA. She advised that at this time she was working as a housekeeper, and was also on General Assistance. (X)

Source advised she would work for CHA four or five days a week. She was classified as what she called a viabol volunteer (VV) as compared to a cadre. (X)

The source advised that CHA uses an innocent sounding name as a shield to make them seem legitimate.

 Classified and Extended by #152
Reason for Extension FCIM, II, 1-2.4.2 (2)
Date of review for Declassification 12/11/98

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
CALIFORNIA HOMEMAKERS ASSOCIATION

They also do engage in legitimate enterprises such as organizing people for community activities, peaceful protests, and bucket drives to obtain money. Source advised that CHA continually mans a picket line at the County Welfare Office on 28th and R Streets in Sacramento, California. Their attempt is to get welfare recipients to unite and eventually join CHA. The source advised that many people in the community support them, believing their goals to help worthy poor people. Source advised that some of these supportive people are on the Workers Benefit Committee. (☞)

The source advised that most people associated with CHA, and those who are beginning VV, are not aware of their actual goals and ideology. (☞)

The source advised that she became a trusted member, became an organizer, and then learned of the ideology of CHA. She advised their ultimate goal is for the overthrow of the United States Government to a Communist Government. (☞)

Source advised that the next level from VV is called tabular cadre (TC), and that this is a temporary position. When a member advances to viabo cadre (VC) they are considered a permanent member and are a committed revolutionary. (☜)

The source advised that VC teach classes to any other cadre members. No one below cadre is permitted to take these classes. The classes are as follows:

"How to be a Revolutionary"
"Marxism and Guerrilla Warfare"
"Communist Manifesto"
"Advanced Marxism 1 and 2"
"Dialectical, Historical, Materialism" (LENIN)
"Communist, A Pure Tendency" (☞)
CALIFORNIA HOMEMAKERS ASSOCIATION

Source advised the classes were usually held on Tuesday at 7:00 p.m., and Sunday at 8:00 p.m. at CHA headquarters, 3500 Stockton Boulevard, Sacramento, California. Source advised that some of the members live upstairs at this address. Source further advised that there is a cadre house right next to this address where members stay. Source advised that there is another office of CHA at 1542 Number A, Grand Avenue, North Sacramento, California, telephone numbers 925-0400, and 456-3524.

Source advised that there are other offices of which she is aware in the following cities. Source advised that in some cases they use the name Western Service Workers Association (WSWA):

5322 (Street Unknown), Oakland, California
1420 Gold Street, Redding, California
106 S. Grape Street, Medford, Oregon
510 Laurel Street, Santa Cruz, California
221 N. Broadway Street, Orange, California

Source advised she is aware of the following members, who are VC unless otherwise noted:

Mary Seaborn, New York, head person, organization nationally known as National Labor Federation (NLF)
David Shapiro, national officer, former CSUS professor of Sacramento office

of San Diego office

at residence teaches classes
CALIFORNIA HOMEMAKERS ASSOCIATION

The source advised that five people have left in recent months. She identified them as:

Source advised that told her, "Cuba will send us money and troops if we can prove to them that we're willing to commit revolution; if we're serious". She also said, "The analysis is there should be a Third International. All Communists should unite to overthrow the government". also told source that she sent the CHA political concept to the Kremlin, China, and Cuba. She advised the Kremlin and China did not respond, however, Cuba responded and three high Cuban officials agreed with the concept.

Source said that in the living quarters there is quite a bit of Communist literature, as well as pictures of Lenin and Stalin. (X)

Source advised she has never seen any weapons, the members do not talk about weapons, and that she has observed no written materials regarding weapons or explosives. (X)

Source advised that CHA advocates the overthrow of the government. She advised that they predict this in 1979, although she indicates there are no specific plans she is aware of in this regard. (X)

The second source in the Sacramento Office advised that CHA has filed a law suit against the County of Sacramento. This source advised that he came across
some information about CHA from some CHA material which came into his possession, and which was entitled Final Debriefing with from Antioch. At the last of this paper under a title "Expectations" stated got his information about CHA from and (first-name unknown) The latter two were very enthusiastic about CHA but warned him of several things:

that he would have to fight to get a day off, that the diet was a lot of bread, that he should not tell us he had money, because he would be asked to donate it (?), that the working hours were long. indicated that our politics were "left" and mentioned the Santa Cruz gun-collecting incident - which dismissed as being the conduct of a bunch of immature radicals in Santa Cruz." (X)

On November 29, 1978, the first source indicated she wanted to furnish further information which came to her mind regarding CHA. She advised that the CHA has a suicide pact. She advised that members would first plan to go underground, but if they failed in this effort they would commit suicide rather then talk to the authorities. They advised that they would give instant death to informers and their families. (X)

The source advised that COSHAD is an office in San Francisco, through which letters are clandestinely passed. (X)

Source advised that carries with her a copy of "The Polemic of the General Line of the International Communist Movement". Source advised that this is required reading. (X)

The source furnished the following additional names of members which came to her besides those previously furnished:

Sue Wasserman, field director in Suffolk,
New York.

Gerry Cassidy, California statewide operations person.
The source advised that she saw some slogans which were written at the CHA locations. She gave the following examples of these slogans and greetings:

"Dear Comrade. Keep the great quantive leaps coming in bunches. Lots of love and solidarity. We will win!"
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"Dearest Comrade. Here's to another year of collective struggle for we have nothing but out chains to loose and the world to win - viva la rev!" (X)

"Comrade, we are glad to celebrate another year of moving closer to victory! Keep your eye on the prize." (X)

On December 6, 1978, _______ advised that his firm is one of three that are assigned some of the civil cases which are tried for the County. _______ advised that the California Homemakers Association has filed a class action suit against the County of Sacramento, _______ advised that the allegations are that CHA is claiming that the county agreed to negotiate with the association on the terms as providers of services contracts. He advised that the suit is in regards to the CHA believing that the County breached that contract. (X)

_______ advised that $2 million have been asked in damages, and an injunction for other remedies. He advised that all but one cause of the suit has been kicked out of court. (X)

_______ advised that the attorneys for CHA are _______ has since dropped out of the case. (X)

_______ advised that there is not much indication that CHA has much financial funding. He advised that they have a large following in the court room. (X)
To: SAC, Sacramento (100-8023)

From: Director, FBI

DOMESTIC SECURITY

Reference Sacramento FD-489 dated 10/16/78, and Sacramento airtel and LHM dated 12/12/78.

A thorough review of referenced airtel and LHM has now been completed at FBIHQ. Several questions have arisen which must be resolved prior to expanding your inquiries beyond a preliminary domestic security investigation. First, there is no indication in the LHM when the source originally contacted the Sacramento Office or the dates of any subsequent contacts except for 11/29/78. How often was source contacted subsequent to the initial contact on or about 10/16/78? Also, source advised she became a member of the CHA and later learned of the CHA ideology. Was the discovery of the ideology the sole reason for

Referenced LHM indicates the source was told that Cuba will send the CHA money and troops if the CHA could demonstrate a serious commitment to revolution. Does source believe this is possible or probable? Did source actually see the alleged response from Cuba and can she furnish the identities of the three high Cuban officials who reportedly agreed with the CHA political concept?

The source, on 11/29/78, furnished additional information, which supposedly just came to mind, concerning the CHA having a suicide pact and would give instant death
Airtel to SAC, Sacramento
Re: CALIFORNIA HOMEMAKERS ASSOCIATION (CHA)

to informers and their families. It appears to be more than coincidence that during that exact period of time, extensive national publicity was afforded the bizarre activities and beliefs of the Peoples' Temple Group in Guyana and San Francisco, California. The similarity between this public information and the source's new information cannot be ignored, particularly since she previously advised she had never seen any weapons, the members did not talk about weapons, or that she had not observed written materials regarding weapons or explosives while a member of the CHA.

Source also advised that COSHAD, not further identified, is an office in San Francisco through which letters are clandestinely passed. What kind of information do these letters contain? Who is passing them? Of what significance is this information?

Bureau authority is granted to extend this preliminary inquiry for an additional 90-day period from 1/16/79. This investigation should be conducted in compliance with instructions set forth in the Manual of Investigative Operations and Guidelines, Section 100, and the Attorney General Guidelines for domestic security investigations. The thrust of this investigation should be toward resolving the questions mentioned previously through an extensive, detailed, and exhaustive reinterview of the source. To assist you in determining the reliability of the source's information, you should determine whether the source will submit to a polygraph examination.

Following the resolution of the previously mentioned questions, the thrust of your investigation should be toward determining the revolutionary aspects of captioned organization's activities and to obtain additional data concerning any Cuban connection, including specific details regarding the revolutionary commitment required for Cuban support. Also, contingent upon the nature of additional information developed, consideration should be given at a later date to interviewing persons identified as former members of CHA. Obtain Bureau authority prior to conducting these interviews, however. You should insure that absolutely no investigation regarding legitimate social programs or labor activities is conducted. Keep in mind that mere adherence to
Airtel to SAC, Sacramento
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a philosophy which espouses the overthrow of the
U. S. Government by other than violent means does
not in and of itself meet the criteria for investigation
under the Attorney General Guidelines for domestic
security investigations.

This investigation should, if possible, be
handled within 90 days from the date of this communication.
Furnish results to the Bureau in form suitable for
dissemination. Since several questions remain to be
resolved, the Bureau is withholding dissemination of the
information contained in referenced LHM at this time.
Upon obtaining the additional information requested in
this communication, you should submit an LHM consolidating
it with the information previously furnished in referenced
LHM.

The names of individuals mentioned in
referenced LHM are being searched through Bureau indices
and you will be advised of pertinent information.

NOTE: Referenced airtel and LHM contain information
regarding captioned organization indicating they
believe in the overthrow of the U. S. Government,
but at the present time, appears to have no plans
or methods to attempt violence in achieving this
goal. Source advised she was told Cuba would send
CHA money and troops if CHA can demonstrate serious
commitment to revolution. Source later furnished
information regarding alleged suicide pact of CHA,
but this followed national publicity received by
Peoples' Temple Group. Purpose of 90-day extension
of preliminary investigation is to resolve several
questions raised regarding information furnished
by source and to determine reliability of source's
information. Subsequently, if appropriate, thrust
will be toward determining the revolutionary aspect
of captioned organization's activities and to obtain
specific details regarding revolutionary commitment
required for reported Cuban assistance.

Sacramento being instructed to insure that
absolutely no investigation concerning legitimate social
programs or labor activities is conducted.
To: SAC, Sacramento (100-8023)  
From: Director, FBI

CALIFORNIA HOMEMAKERS ASSOCIATION (CHA);
WESTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATION (WSWA);
NATIONAL LABOR FEDERATION (NLF);
DOMESTIC SECURITY

Reference Sacramento airtel and LHM to the Bureau dated 12/12/78, Bureau airtel to Sacramento dated 1/10/79, and Sacramento airtel and LHM to the Bureau dated 3/5/79.

This preliminary investigation is predicated on the allegations of the source indicating the captioned group is involved in revolutionary activity seeking the overthrow of the Government. Any future investigation hinges on the veracity and reliability of the source and the source's allegations. Inasmuch as the source has indicated a willingness to submit to a polygraph examination, Sacramento is instructed to immediately administer the test, furnish the results to FBHQ, and make recommendations for any additional investigation. Do not conduct interviews of former members of CHA until so authorized by FBHQ.

Sacramento should note that the referenced Sacramento communications are improperly classified and as such, the LHM enclosures are not being disseminated. For the information to be classifiable, it will be necessary for Sacramento to demonstrate that the unauthorized disclosure of this material can reasonably be expected to cause identifiable damage to the national security of the United States.

Since the information is not classifiable, Sacramento should ensure the source is protected in the LHM enclosures. Make no reference to the sex of the source, nor to the fact that the source

BRF: pj (5)
Airtel to Sacramento

Sacramento is to resubmit the LHM and include an evaluation of the source as one with whom contact has been insufficient to establish reliability.

Bureau files are negative concerning the list of members and former members supplied by the source.

No dissemination of Sacramento's information will be made pending the results of the source's polygraph examination.

NOTE: Referenced 1/10/79 Bureau airtel set forth specific questions Sacramento was to resolve with the source concerning the many allegations she made regarding the captioned group. The source previously advised she was told Cuba would send CHA monetary support and troops if CHA can demonstrate a serious commitment to revolution. While the group allegedly would involve itself in activity to overthrow the Government with Cuban assistance, its plans and methods in attempting violence in achieving its goal are not clear. Since the source is of unknown reliability, it was suggested a polygraph examination be administered to the source. Sacramento responded the source was willing, but Sacramento did not give the test. Additionally, Sacramento continues to classify unclassifiable material and is again instructed to resubmit the material in a form appropriate for dissemination.
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
FROM: SACRAMENTO (100-8023)(P)

PROVISIONAL WING OF THE
COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF THE
ORDER OF LENIN;
NATIONAL LABOR FEDERATION;
WESTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATION;
CALIFORNIA HOMEMAKERS ASSOCIATION;
DOMESTIC WORKERS ASSOCIATION;
EASTERN FARM WORKERS ASSOCIATION;
DOMESTIC SECURITY

SP 46

DATE: 7/15/80

SP 46

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNGCLASSIFIED
DATE 9/16/82
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On 3/28/80, telephonically contacted the Chico RA of the Sacramento Division, advising that he had formerly been a member of a subversive, militant organization and could provide information which may be of interest to the FBI.

On 3/31/80 was contacted at his residence, at which time he advised that he decided to seek out and join a revolutionary-type organization due to his personal dissatisfaction with the political/social conditions in this country. Stated that he located the Western Service Workers Association in Redding, California, and after joining the group, traveled to their Sacramento Office where he worked during this time he was involved primarily in recruiting new members to the organization through door-to-door contacts in deprived neighborhoods and contacts on school campuses. Following this he traveled to the Oakland Office of the Western Service Workers Association where he was engaged in similar work.

Bureau (RM)
Sacramento
BRLS/ab

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
stated that the Western Service Workers Association, together with a sister organization, the Domestic Workers Association (both West Coast organizations), are branches of the National Labor Federation (NLF). estimated that there were probably a total of eight to ten similar front organizations on the West Coast which are branches of the NLF. A parallel organization on the East Coast would be the Eastern Farm Workers Association, headed by an individual by the name of Eugenie Perente. also noted that Perente is also a National Coordinator for the NLF.

went on to state that all of these organizations are sub-organizations of the Provisional Wing of the Communist Party of the United States of the Order of Lenin. He stated he was unable to provide any positive information regarding this latter organization inasmuch as he had not advanced high enough within the ranks of the sub-organization to gain personal knowledge. He did, however, become a candidate member of the NLF.

went on to say that he became aware of a militant cadre within the NLF which was an armed unit preparing for the revolutionary overthrow of the government. never advanced high enough within the organization to become personally involved with the armed unit, but had been told of the unit by other members of the NLF. stated that membership within the armed unit of the NLF was an irreversible, life-long membership which could not be voluntarily withdrawn. He stated that this aspect of the membership was stressed by requiring members to pledge life-long support of the organization, which pledge was emphasized by vowing total abstinence from sex if allowed to join the unit.

was able to provide additional, more specific information to include names and addresses, but the interviewing Resident Agent felt that more background on captioned organizations would be essential for a complete interview.

Sacramento refers Bureau to referenced communications which produced information regarding what appears to be the similar organization from another source. The possibilities of Bureau involvement at this time were dependent upon determining if foreign direction was involved with this organization and an attempt to learn if violence was intended.
SC 100-8023

in an attempt of the overthrow of the U. S. government.

alluded to a militant armed cadre, within the organization, but apparently did not have further information regarding this.

Also in initial interview did not mention anything regarding possible foreign direction.

Sacramento has taken no action regarding this matter, other than initially interviewing

Sacramento requests opinion of FBIHQ as to whether further interview should be pursued, or such things as polygraph examinations. Sacramento intends to take no action on this matter unless requested to do so by FBIHQ.
United States Senate

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Office of Congressional and Public Affairs
9th & Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20535

Attention: 100-986889-5

October 19, 1981

Respectfully referred to:

Because of the desire of this office to be responsive to all inquiries and communications, your consideration of the attached is requested. Your findings and views, in duplicate form, along with return of the enclosure, will be appreciated by Nov. 20, 1981, to the attention of Subcommittee on Security and Terrorism, 5327 Dirksen Office Building, Washington, D.C.

Original enclosure return C.O.A.

100-986889-5

10/19/81

Subcommittee on Security and Terrorism

Dec. 21, 1981
Dear [Name] or secretary,

I would be interested in knowing how the committee could get information and the procedure for invoking it and related laws, if I may have information the committee might find of interest.

There is an organization of which I was a member for some months, called the Eastern Service Workers Association. The ESWA is an 'arm' of the National Labor Federation, head-quartered in Manhattan, NYC.

During several 'national meetings', I learned that the center or core of NALFW is something called the Provisional Wing of the Communist Party. This group includes converts from other Communist parties, new recruits, many dating from anti-war activities of the 70s, and remnants of the Vience Y Ramos Brigade, an armed gang responsible for many robberies and murders in California.

NALFW claims to have begun their activities in co-operation with Caesar Chavez, by persuading him that they could 'organize' all the farm workers in America. This effort began, I was told, in 1973.

Other arms of NALFW include the Northern Farm-workers Assoc., the California Home-makers Assoc., and the North-Eastern and North-Western Seasonal Workers Assoc. These branches exist in Smithtown NY, other locations on Long Island, six cities in California, and Boston, Mass., Princeton and Trenton and Atlantic City, N.J., and Philadelphia, Pa.

Their stated aims include strengthening of an armed faction, equipped with over 100 firearms, and 'recruiting' of members of the Armed Forces—and ultimately, the violent over-throw of the United States government.
Most of the 200,000+ membership are unaware that they are part of a Stalinist party, nor that their membership may involve them in the deaths of perhaps hundreds of innocent people. They have been told that the group they belong to is going to "organize the un-organized", and deliver benefits to the poor, and establish a "permanent solution" to poverty, racism, and in-justice in America.

They have not been told that the strategy for these aims include riots, sabotage of government installations, murder of selected victims to 'create martyrs', and assassination of policemen and elected officials.

The Eastern Service Workers and similar groups represent a threat, because they are a 'secret' party, ready to use public meetings and volunteer lawyers to "protect" them against attempts to disclose their real purposes. "America is soft", one member told me. "We shall use their own laws against them" NATLED groups deny that they are Communist, and denounce investigation against them as "harrassment", and "Facist efforts to crush the poor".

And because of the cleverness of their propaganda, hundreds of respected Americans and clergy and professional people have volunteered to help these groups---unaware of the real aims that are at the center of their 'humanitarian' facade!

I have sent reports to the FBI in Washington and Newark about these groups. I would be able, if needed, to testify before the committee.

At this time, I want to remain anonymous. However, I have a friend who marched with me against the war in Vietnam, in civil rights protests, etc. I believe I would trust him to communicate to me a response this committee might wish to make:

[Blank]
October 27, 1981

Honorable
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator

Your October 19th inquiry regarding the Eastern Service Workers Association and the National Labor Federation has been brought to my attention.

Since we do not know the identity of the writer of the letter you enclosed, we are unable to determine if we received the information he indicates he furnished the FBI. I can, however, tell you that neither of the above-mentioned organizations are currently under investigation by the FBI. If the writer has additional information which he believes would be of investigative interest to us, he should contact the FBI field office nearest him, the addresses of which are found in the front section of most local telephone directories.

If we can be of any additional assistance in this regard, please do not hesitate to contact us. Your enclosure is being returned as requested.

Sincerely yours,

Charles P. Monroe
Assistant Director
Criminal Investigative Division

Enclosure
1 - Newark (100-57227) - Enclosures (2)
1 - Mr. Monroe - Enclosures (2)
1 - Congressional Affairs Unit - Enclosures (2)

NOTE: Above response discussed with SA (7) - Terrorism Section, CID. The writer of the letter to Senator (4) is anonymous. He asks the procedures for being a witness
before the Subcommittee on Security and Terrorism of which
the Senator is Chairman, as correspondent was a member of
the Eastern Service Workers Association, an arm of the
National Labor Federation. He believes he has information
that would be of interest to the Subcommittee and he also
indicates that he has provided information to the FBI in
Washington and Newark on the above groups; however, we are
unable to determine the authenticity of this statement
without the identity of the writer. The Eastern Service
Workers Association was the subject of a preliminary internal
security investigation in 1975 based on complaints received
from a number of past members. No information was developed
to substantiate allegations. This Association and the
National Labor Federation were also the subject of a pre-
liminary domestic security investigation in 1978 based on
allegations provided by former members and sources indicating
the groups were involved in revolutionary activity seeking
the overthrow of the Government. SA______advised that
this case was telephonically closed because of lack of
evidence.
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
FROM: SAC, SACRAMENTO (100-8023)
SUBJECT: CALIFORNIA HOMEMAKERS ASSOCIATION; WESTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATION DOMESTIC SECURITY

Re SC airtel to Bureau, 7/15/80.

Several individuals have recently contacted the Sacramento FBI Office, stating that captioned organization is a Communist group and at least one of the people advised of some information concerning possible planned violent activities by this group.

Sacramento is opening a preliminary investigation concerning captioned organization for the purpose of interviewing those people who have contacted the Sacramento FBI Office for the expressed purpose of determining if violent activities are planned on the part of this organization and any other possible conditions which would warrant approved Domestic Security investigation.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 9/16/82 BY SP/6565/92

(2) - Bureau
(2) - Sacramento
BRLK/ab
(4)
RE SACRAMENTO AIRTEL TO BUREAU, DATED APRIL 12, 1979.


SACRAMENTO REOPENED THE PRELIMINARY INQUIRY ON CAPTIONED ORGANIZATION, AS INDICATED IN REFERENCED AIRTEL OF OCTOBER 30, 1981, FOR PURPOSE OF INTERVIEWING SEVERAL PEOPLE WHO HAVE CONTACTED THE SACRAMENTO OFFICE CLAIMING THAT THIS ORGANIZATION IS A ACTIVE MARXIST LENINIST COMMUNIST ORGANIZATION.

RE SACRAMENTO AIRTEL DATED APRIL 12, 1979, SETS FORTH PREVIOUS INVESTIGATION CONDUCTED AT SACRAMENTO CONCERNING CAPTIONED.
ORGANIZATION, IN WHICH INFORMATION IS SET OUT ABOUT LETTERS BEING
SENT TO CHINA, RUSSIA, AND CUBA, FROM CAPTIONED ORGANIZATION
OFFICIALS, AND A SUPPOSED SUBSEQUENT RESPONSE FROM CUBAN OFFICIALS.
PREVIOUS INVESTIGATION FAILED TO DETERMINE ANY VIOLENT ACTIVITY
ON THE PART OF PLANS MADE BY CAPTIONED ORGANIZATION, TO BRING ABOUT
THE REVOLUTION WHICH THEY DID MENTION AS EVENTUALLY TAKING PLACE
IN THE UNITED STATES.

RE SACRAMENTO AIRTEL OF JULY 15, 1980, WHICH WAS SETTING
FORTH INFORMATION PROVIDED BY [INSERT HERE] RESULTED IN [INSERT HERE]
SAID THAT HE BECAME AWARE OF A MILITANT CADRE WITHIN THE NLF
WHICH WAS AN ARMED UNIT PREPARING FOR THE REVOLUTIONARY OVERTHROW
OF THE GOVERNMENT. [INSERT HERE] ADVISED THAT HE DID NOT ADVANCE HIGH
ENOUGH WITHIN THE ORGANIZATION TO BECOME PERSONALLY INVOLVED WITH
ANY ARMED UNIT.

AN INTERVIEW OF A PERSON WHO CONSIDERS HERSELF A CURRENT
MEMBER OF CAPTIONED ORGANIZATION, [INSERT HERE]
AT HER REQUEST, RESULTED IN OBTAINING THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION
FROM HER. [INSERT HERE] REQUESTS THAT HER IDENTITY BE PROTECTED.}
STATED THAT SHE HAD GONE TO OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, TO ATTEND A HIGHER LEVEL MEETING OF CAPTIONED ORGANIZATION, WHICH OCCUR EVERY OTHER SUNDAY AT DIFFERENT LOCATIONS IN THE OAKLAND AREA. SHE ADVISED THAT SHE BELIEVES THAT THIS PARTICULAR MEETING WAS ON THE SECOND SUNDAY IN AUGUST, 1981. SHE STATED THAT AT THIS MEETING INCLUDED THREE SPEAKERS, ONE FROM CUBA, ONE FROM MEXICO, AND ONE FROM NICARAGUA, WHOM SHE DESCRIBED AS ALL COMMUNIST. SHE STATED THAT THE CUBAN INDIVIDUAL WAS NAMED AND THAT HE WORE A CUBAN MILITARY UNIFORM, CONSISTING OF BERET, AND BOOTS, AND THE OLIVE DRAB TYPE CUBAN UNIFORM.

STATED THAT ESPECIALLY CONCERNING HE WAS BROUGHT IN AFTER ALL THE PEOPLE HAD BEEN ASSEMBLED AND WAS ESCORTED OUT OF THE MEETING EARLY SO THAT NO ONE WAS ABLE TO DETERMINE NATURE OR LOCATION OF HIS DEPARTURE.

STATED THAT CHA SAYS THE REVOLUTION WILL OCCUR WITHIN
36 months, that some of that time has elapsed. She stated that they say "we knew there was going to be violence", so they were going to use it anyway they could. She stated that regarding weapons they said, "if they needed weapons they already had them".

Also advised that at one of the two offices in Sacramento, California, one of the CHA members said that the person that shot President Reagan was one of our people, and that he did not do the job good enough. She advised that they kind of laughed it off. Could not remember exactly who made this statement nor could she remember who was in the office at the time. SACRAMENTO is unable to determine if people making the above statement actually meant that John Hinckley, attempted assassin of President Reagan, was actually one of their members, or if they were perhaps referring to his in the sense that this person was doing something against the establishment which they believed in.

SACRAMENTO will report complete investigation, which will include interviews of several people who have requested
AGE FIVE SC 100-8023 UNCLAS

INTERVIEWS, AND WHO HAVE ADVISED THAT THEY ARE CHA PAST OR CURRENT MEMBERS, WILL BE REPORTED IN APPROPRIATE LHM FORM.

FBIHQ AND SAN FRANCISCO ARE REQUESTED TO CONDUCT INDICES FOR AND ADVISE OF POSITIVE RESULTS.

BI
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b7C
RE: SACRAMENTO TELTYPE DATED NOV 9, 1981, BUTE CALL OF SUPERVISOR ______________________, TO SACRAMENTO.

ON JAN 6, 1982, [PROTECT IDENTITY] ADVISED ON JAN 6, 1982, AS TO THE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF WHO WAS MENTIONED IN REFERENCED TELTYPE AS HAVING ATTENDED A CHA MEETING AT OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, WEARING A CUBAAN MILITARY UNIFORM. ______________________ DESCRIBED ______________________ AS FOLLOWS: LATIN MALE, HEIGHT 5'6", ______________________ BUILD MEDIUM, LIGHT COMPLEXION,
DISTINCTIVE FACE WHOM [BLANK] SAID SHE WOULD BE ABLE TO IDENTIFY IF SHE SAW A PHOTOGRAPH AND SHE ADVISED THAT THIS INDIVIDUAL DID CARRY A GUN. SHE DESCRIBED THE GUN AS A MACHINE-GUN TYPE WITH A SHOULDER STRAP AND, AFTER LOOKING AT PICTURES OF SEVERAL GUNS, SAID IT MOSTLY CLOSELY RESEMBLED A M-2 PARATROOPER CARBINE. SHE SAID HE WAS WEARING A BLACK BERET AND BLACK PARATROOPER BOOTS.

[BLANK] ADVISED THAT THERE IS NOW A PERSON IN THE SACRAMENTO AREA WHO IS FROM SOUTH AFRICA, HIS NAME IS [BLANK] (PH), LAST NAME UNKNOWN, AND HE IS DESCRIBED AS A BLACK MALE, HOWEVER LIGHTER IN COMPLEXION LIKE A "MEXICAN TYPE." SHE ADVISED THAT HE IS ANTI-SOUTH AFRICAN GOVERNMENT AND SPEAKS FAVORABLY ABOUT THE SOUTHWEST AFRICAN PEOPLE'S ORGANIZATION (SWAPO). SHE DESCRIBED [BLANK] AS BEING 5'5", 165 TO 180,

[BLANK]

SHE ADVISED THAT HE IS A STUDENT IN SACRAMENTO AND IS HERE
FOR THE PURPOSE OF LEARNING THE SKILLS OF ORGANIZING, SUCH AS THOSE AVAILABLE AT CHA TO TAKE BACK TO SOUTH AFRICA.

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, ADVISED THAT THEIR AGENCY HAS CONDUCTED AN INVESTIGATION REGARDING CAPTIONED GROUP CONCERNING ILLEGAL DRUG PRESCRIPTIONS AND OTHER SAFETY AND HEALTH STATUTES. ADVISED THAT THEIR INVESTIGATION CONCERNING THIS MATTER WAS CLOSE TO CONCLUSION AND NO VIOLATIONS WERE APPARENT.

ADVISED THAT DURING HIS INVESTIGATION, A FEMALE NAMES HAD SAID THAT IN JUNE OF 1979, AT SAANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA, SHE OBSERVED CHA MEMBERS WITH M-16 RIFLES.

ADVISED THAT HE IS SOMewhat DOUBTFUL AS TO THE VERACITY OF THIS INFORMATION. DID NOT, AT THE TIME, FURNISH AN ADDRESS FOR

SACRAMENTO REQUESTS ADDITIONAL 90 DAY INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD TO COMPLETE INTERVIEWS CONCERNING CAPTIONED ORGANIZATION.
The following is classified "Secret" in its entirety.

On 12/16/81, SAS of the NYO met with [redacted] to interview him regarding information he possessed, [redacted] of an organization in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, called "Eastern Serviceworkers Association (ESWA)", which in secret meetings professed to be affiliated with the CPUSA. Additionally this group claims to have a four year plan for the violent overthrow of US Government via military type actions beginning in February, 1982. [redacted] [redacted] who had been out of contact with the FBI for three years, initially contacted [redacted] case agent in early December with this information. He advised his former case agent that the reason he had not come forward sooner with this information was that he thought we already knew of this group and were investigating them, but with the recent violent occurrence, i.e., the attempted Nyack armored car robbery and the reports connecting this violent occurrence with old left wing radical groups which had advocated the violent overthrow of the US Government in the past, he thought he should make sure of the FBI's knowledge of this organization.

Bureau (RM)
2-Newark) (RM)
(100-57227)
2-Philadelphia
(229-NEW) (RM)
1-New York (134-
1-New York
CK:bvh
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Classified and Extended by 8478
Reason for Extension FCM, II 1-2.

Date of Review for Declassification:

07/11/2001
He initially came into contact with this organization in late 1978, exact month unrecalled, when he was walking by a three-story brick building located at 1518 South Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and noticed a sign which offered free food and clothing for the needy. He went into this building and received the promised free food along with an informative lecture on the aim of ESWA which is helping the deprived service workers in the east, i.e., domestics, attendant care workers and janitorial workers. He was asked if he would like to help ESWA achieve their goals, which he agreed to do basically because they were feeding him and they appeared to be interested in his personal welfare. This resulted in his assisting in telephone solicitations for money, clothing and food, as well as street solicitations. He worked fourteen to sixteen hours in the above capacities as well as performing other odd jobs in and around the building.

stated he was involved in this capacity for several months but there was never any mention of Communist Party, USA or Marxist-Leninism. He was, however, being asked about his past, his friends, etc., and his political beliefs by [his] (he was uncertain of the last name) and [his] (ph), (also not certain of the last name), (this is the informant's term). Eventually approached and asked him if he had noticed that there was something more to ESWA than just the helping of the needy. not really knowing what was referring to, replied in the affirmative. then asked him if he would like to become more "involved" in the work of ESWA and again replied in the affirmative. It was after this encounter that [his] heard the terms CPUSA, Soviet Union and Marxist-Leninism.
After agreeing to become more involved with ESWA, he began his indoctrination into the "inner CPUSA group" of ESWA by attending sessions on the doctrines of Marxist-Leninism. During these sessions the inner CPUSA group members would praise the doctrines of Communism, the Soviet Union Government, Russian Revolution, Cuban Communism and Castro, whom they praised often.

stated that not a minute of time was wasted in these "secret meetings" even to the point that during the transportation to and from these meetings Marxist-Leninism quotations and doctrines were read. (None of the inner group members were allowed to travel alone, all were required to travel with the group). Each "secret meeting" was began with a pledge to the effect "This is a secret clandestine meeting of the CPUSA". Everyone in attendance at these meetings were required to sign a piece of paper noting their attendance and their pledge that nothing said in the meeting was to be divulged to other non-inner CPUSA group members. (Obviously a security precaution aimed at determining infiltrators). They were also required to sign a piece of paper while being transported to and from these meetings and was given a "cover story" should they be stopped by the police, which was something to the effect that they were going to bingo (exact story could not be recalled). Everyone was always cautioned to never under circumstances break the law and bring any police scrutiny upon an individual of the inner group or the inner group itself.

attended several of these type indoctrination meetings where the meeting would be broken down into small groups of new potential members and older members. In these smaller groups he would be questioned on his background and political beliefs. The new members would go from group to group answering basically the same questions in each of the groups. These small groups did not appear to be broken down into any
particular areas that he could remember except when he was in a group headed by an individual (name unrecalled but will be described later) who was obviously in charge of a military aspect of the "inner group". In this small group the prospective members would be questioned on their beliefs in violence in order to achieve a goal they believed in. (Nothing specific was discussed).

attended three meetings in the NYC area, two in a church in Brooklyn, NY. located on Atlantic Avenue and one at a private residence at The NY meetings had a national membership flavor as they were members from other areas of the country, in addition to the usual East Coast contingents from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Trenton, New Jersey, Atlantic City, New Jersey, NYC and Long Island. (He can remember members or potential members from California and the Midwest). It was at the last NY meeting at a private residence, of an individual, (name not recalled but described as a white male, 5'7", white hair, well educated and well dressed, believed to be the national political head of ESWA) that was officially asked to be a member of the "inner CPUSA group". He accepted this invitation to the applause and kudos of the full members. (This private residence was described as being possibly a penthouse apartment with extremely expensive furnishings).

Upon being offered and accepting membership in the "inner group" which occurred in October or November, 1979, he was placed on one year's probation, where his activities continued to be monitored by the older members. In Philadelphia he continued in his solicitations for donations and other odd jobs. (All expenses of ESWA were paid for out of these donations and ESWA
obtained all their donations, monetary clothing and food under the guise of helping the needy, but the needs of sustaining the "inner CPUSA group" were taken care of first and then what ever was left over was doled out to the people they professed to be helping). ESWA had a regular procedure for obtaining their donations and had one group that was referred to as "the sustainers" that gave donations, mostly money, on a monthly or regular basis. [_________________] stated that these people were probably aware of the inner CPUSA group of ESWA.

Due to his probation he did not participate in the daily operations of the inner CPUSA group but he continued attending the secret meetings which constituted mostly political discussions that usually reverted into violent name-calling discussions among the members on the economic situation in this country and how communism would solve these problems. (Some inner group members were more militant than others). Primarily, the business which was discussed at these secret meetings concerned improving the funds donations, increasing but remaining selective the inner CPUSA group. (This will be discussed later in this communication) and keeping the knowledge of the existence of inner CPUSA group secure. In this vain, exact minutes as to who said what were kept at each meeting and security men were placed outside the building when the meetings were taking place.

The inner group was extremely secretive about everything having to do with their activities, meetings and members. They were very security conscious with no telephone conversations between members or other branches of ESWA allowed. (On a daily basis [_____________] would take all documents and literature by pouch to Trenton, NJ which appeared to be the headquarters for that area).
Only a small number of people off the street who assisted in ESWA's work were asked into the inner CPUSA group. A large number of the people who assisted in ESWA were minorities, black and Puerto Ricans, but the inner CPUSA group was almost devoid of minority membership. Could only remember one black member in the Philadelphia branch of ESWA and could remember none in attendance at any of the meetings he attended in NYC or Atlantic City. While the inner CPUSA group did not profess any racist beliefs these tendencies were obviously there.

stated that the "inner CPUSA group" of ESWA recruited heavily on the college campuses in the Philadelphia area and have in their recruiting ranks professors from these various college campuses. (One he could remember was a professor at the University of Pennsylvania, He stated that the recruiting effort had been escalated in 1979 in order to have enough "solid members" to assist in making the military four year plan a reality. They had also reduced the probationary time that these new members served also to broaden the inner CPUSA members.

stated he learned of the military aspects of ESWA indirectly and that it was never discussed openly in the inner CPUSA groups. Only the members not serving a probationary term were allowed direct knowledge of the military four year plan. Through overheard conversations and passing remarks learned that members received military training at various areas throughout the east coast and possibly California. He remembered vaguely that California and military training were mentioned numerous times together, possibly meaning California is one of the main training areas. In regards to this violent overthrow, mention was made of the ESWA's infiltration of unions throughout the eastern seaboard area and that a majority of the support for this overthrow will come from ESWA members in these unions. Also, in discussions involving the military aspects a Philadelphia police lieutenant was mentioned as being involved in some capacity as well as a
Marine Corps reserve lieutenant. is very vague on these aspects as he was not privy to the inside information but he is certain that there is such a military four year plan in existence within the inner CPUSA group of ESWA.

A subsidiary organization to ESWA is Eastern Farmworkers Association (EFWA) of Suffolk County, NY, 76 West Main Street, Riverhead, Long Island, NY. ESWA members in Philadelphia hold this group up as an example of efficiency in furthering the cause of ESWA. (There is a possibility that a weapons cache to be used in the military four year plan is located somewhere in Suffolk County controlled by this subsidiary group.) stated that the military four year plan, overthrow of the US Government, Suffolk County and EFWA were all mentioned in the same conversations but again his recollections are vague in this area.

stated that during all these secret meetings and after in general conversations of the inner group members the name GUS HALL was never mentioned in his presence. Also, the names of national leadership people of the CPUSA were never mentioned in his presence. (Several known CPUSA leaders were named to but none of these names were familiar to him). He stated that the leadership levels of ESWA, as far as this area is concerned is as follows:

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and Atlantic City, New Jersey are responsible to Trenton, New Jersey. Trenton, New Jersey is responsible to New York City. He is basing this schematic on his observations and conversations with older members and the reverence shown to the Trenton branch of ESWA and the NY branch when he attended meetings in NYC.

provided the following addresses, and telephone numbers of ESWA facilities in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Atlantic City, NJ, and NYC:
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA:
ESWA is located at 518 South Street, Philadelphia, in a three-story brick building, telephone number 545-9055.

ATLANTIC CITY, NJ:
ESWA is located on Artic Avenue, telephone (609) 344-9844.

NEW YORK CITY-SUFFOLK COUNTY, LONG ISLAND:

Subsidiary group of ESWA is Eastern Farmworkers Association, 76 West Main Street, Riverhead, Long Island.

He attended meetings in NYC and at a church in Brooklyn on Atlantic Avenue.
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provided the following partial names of ESWA members in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:

(ph) (he is not certain of the last name),

New York of ESWA and publication (name unrecalled). She lives in the ESWA building but she maintains a NYC address and has a NYS driver’s license.

(ph) of Philadelphia branch of ESWA is described as a white male, 6' 2''.

b6

b7C

(LNU) is originally from and is described as a white male, 5' 11'',

works in the Atlantic City office and go to school on 16th Street near the ESWA office. They also live in the ESWA building.
UNPFM, in charge of fund-raising and steady contributors. Asset could not recall the name of this individual but described her as a white female, 5' 6", She also lives in the ESWA building.

(LNU), white male, 6' 0", satellite office of ESWA in West Philadelphia.

(LNU), white male, (LNU) is

(LNU), black male, (LNU) for ESWA.

Descriptions of NY members are as follows. (could not recall the names of any of these individuals.)

Owner of apartment at is described as a white male, 5' 7" Asset thinks this individual could be

Suffolk County member - white female, and is associated with the EFWA and the organization: Long Island Equal Justice Association. (Long Island Equal Justice Association shares the same address as EFWA).
After the NYO reviewed FL files on EFWA (100-179753, no copies to FBIHQ) and on a (see captioned file numbers), who was involved with EFWA and LIEJA and reviewed

[Signature]

SEC.1
files on other domestic communist organizations, i.e. Maoist
groups, the NYO was even more convinced that ESWA and EFWA were
not CPUSA front organizations.

Having the above in mind, was contacted on 1/6/84 to clarify whether or not ESWA was actually
affiliated with CPUSA or one of the other aforementioned organ-
izations. He stated he was certain the name mentioned in these
secret meetings was CPUSA and the communist philosophy taught
in these meetings was Soviet with mention made of Cuban communism
and CASTRO. Additionally, history of the Russian Revolution,
the labor movement and CP infiltration of same were taught as
well as the usual tirads against capitalism, CIA and FBI. He
also stated that the name given these national type meetings
was "The National Labor College". In regard to labor union
infiltration, the inner CPUSA members boasted of their recruit-
ments of not only the work and file members but the leadership
level as well. On this date, the NYO also verified the location
and existence of and the church on Atlantic
Avenue in Brooklyn.
For information of Philadelphia Office, the NYO will provide xeroxed copies of the information contained in NY files on ESWA in another communication. Also, the NYO will provide interested offices the information on the aforementioned individuals and organizations that has been obtained through reviews.

REQUEST OF THE BUREAU

The Bureau is requested to check their indices for any additional information on ESWA not already in the possession of interested offices. Also, the Bureau is requested to check indices on EFWA, LIEJA, National Labor College, [_____](ph) and [_____](ph).

LEADS

NEWARK

AT NEWARK, NEW JERSEY. Newark is requested to check their indices for any information not already in the possession of interested offices on ESWA and Eastern Farm Workers Association of Suffolk County, NY, National Labor College and LIEJA.

AT ATLANTIC CITY, NEW JERSEY. Newark is requested to ascertain the address of ESWA's office in Atlantic City. (The information provided by [_____] was that the building is located on Artic Avenue in Atlantic City and the telephone number is (609) 344-9844).

2. Newark through established sources determine any identities of ESWA members in that area and any additional information germane to this investigation.
AT TRENTON, NEW JERSEY. Ascertain the address of the ESWA branch in that area and determine through established sources the identities of any ESWA members in that area plus any additional information available, including any names of ESWA publications.

PHILADELPHIA

AT PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA. Philadelphia is requested to check their indices for any information on ESWA as well as the other organizations and individuals named under Bureau leads and provide the same to interested offices.

2. Philadelphia is also requested to verify the existence of ESWA at the address provided by

Also, Philadelphia should also try to establish the identities of the individuals whom the asset said were responsible for the daily operations of ESWA and the "inner CPUSA group". Philadelphia's attempts should be very discreet and if possible through established sources only.

NEW YORK

AT NEW YORK, NEW YORK. Will check indices on ESWA, EFWA and Long Island Equal Justice Association in addition to the aforementioned groups and individuals and provide the information to interested offices.

2. NY will attempt to identify the occupant of the private residence at and the identities of the individuals who were leaders of the meetings at the church in Brooklyn.

AT RIVERHEAD, LONG ISLAND. NY will verify the existence of the Eastern Farm Workers Association in Riverhead, Long Island at the aforementioned address and attempt to ascertain the identities of members of EFWA and attempt to verify their association with the CPUSA.
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☐ Name Searching Unit, 4543, TL# 115
☐ Service Unit, 4654, TL# 225
☐ Special File Room, 5991, TL# 122
☐ Forward to TL# 143
☐ Attention ________________
☐ Return to ________________

Type of Search Requested: (Check One)
☐ Restricted Search (Active Index - 5 & 20)
☐ Restricted Search (Active & Inactive Index - 5 & 30)
☐ Unrestricted (Active & Inactive Index)

Special Instructions: (Check One)
☐ All References (Subversive & Nonsubversive)
☐ Subversive Search
☐ Nonsubversive Search
☐ Main __________ References Only
☐ Exact Name Only (On the Nose)
☐ Buildup ☐ Variations
☐ Restricted to Locality of (EFWA)

Subject: Eastern Farmworkers Association

Birthdate & Place
Address 76 West Main Street, Riverhead,
Long Island, NY

Localities

R# __________ Date __________ Initials

Prod. ________________________________

FILE NUMBER SERIAL

☐ 100 - 456579
☐ 62-5 - 4276542
☐ 110 - 459234 - 29

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED IS UNCLASSIFIED.
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Name Searching Unit, 4543, TL# 115
Service Unit, 4654, TL# 225
Special File Room, 5991, TL# 122
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Return to

Type of Search Requested: (Check One)

☐ Restricted Search (Active Index - 5 & 20)
☐ Restricted Search (Active & Inactive Index - 5 & 30)
☒ Unrestricted (Active & Inactive Index)

Special Instructions: (Check One)

☒ All References (Subversive & Nonsubversive)
☐ Subversive Search
☐ Nonsubversive Search
☐ Main References Only
☐ Exact Name Only On the Nose
☐ Buildup
☐ Variations
☐ Restricted to Locality of

Subject: [Redacted]
Birthday & Place
Address: b6
Localities: b7C

R# Date Initials

Prod. FILE NUMBER SERIAL
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Type of Search Requested: (Check One)
☐ Restricted Search (Active Index - 5 & 20)
☐ Restricted Search (Active & Inactive Index - 5 & 30)
☐ Unrestricted (Active & Inactive Index)

Special Instructions: (Check One)
☐ All References (Subversive & Nonsubversive)
☐ Subversive Search
☐ Nonsubversive Search
☐ Main References Only
☐ Exact Name Only (On the Nose)
☐ Buildup ☐ Variations
☐ Restricted to Locality of (ESWA)

Subject: Eastern Service Workers Association
Birthdate & Place: 1510 South Street, Philadelphia
Address: 1510 South Street, Philadelphia

Localities b6
R# b7C Date Searcher Initials
Prod.

FILE NUMBER SERIAL

115-293232
190-0-3316

FBI/DOJ
[Handwritten and printed text on a form, oriented vertically. The form is for a Federal Bureau of Investigation Records System Service. The fields include name searching unit, service unit, special file room, and various search types. There are sections for items such as forward to, attention, supervisor, and return to. The form is filled out with various handwritten notes and numbers, including dates and initials.]
JANUARY 20, 1982  UNCLAS  ROUTINE

FM DIRECTOR FBI

TO FBI SACRAMENTO (100-8023) ROUTINE

BT

UNCLAS

CALIFORNIA HOMEMAKERS ASSOCIATION

WORKERS ASSOCIATION

DOMESTIC SECURITY

REFERENCE SACRAMENTO TELETYPE TO FBIHQ DATED JANUARY 20,
1982.

PRELIMINARY INQUIRY INITIATED OCTOBER 20, 1981, TO EXPIRE
JANUARY 29, 1982.

REFERENCED TELETYPE REQUESTED A 90 DAY EXTENSION ON
CAPTIONED INVESTIGATION.

A 90 DAY EXTENSION, TO EXPIRE APRIL 28, 1982, IS
AUTHORIZED. SACRAMENTO SHOULD INSURE THAT A LETTERHEAD
MEMORANDUM ON THIS MATTER ARRIVES AT FBIHQ ON OR BEFORE
APRIL 28, 1982.

BRP

WKH (2)  1/20/82  4247  4650

100 - 486889-9

b6

b7c

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
COMMUNICATIONS CENTER
SACRAMENTO IS FURTHER ADVISED THAT IN ALL COMMUNICATIONS DEALING WITH DOMESTIC SECURITY CASES, THE OPENING AND EXPIRATION DATES AND TYPE OF INVESTIGATION MUST BE INCLUDED BELOW THE CAPTION.
RECEIVED
FEDERAL BUREAU
OF INVESTIGATION

SECRET

ATTN: INTD. CI-1, SUPV.

NEWARK (100-5727) ROUTINE

PHILADELPHIA (229-NEW) ROUTINE

BT

SECRET

"CHANGED," ESWA/NATIONAL LABOR FEDERATION (NFL) [FCI-R (B), CPUSA]

CLASSIFIED "SECRET" IN ITS ENTIRETY.

RENYAIRTEL, DATED JANUARY 11, 1982.

TITLE IS MARKED "CHANGED" TO REFLECT RECENT INFORMATION WHICH INDICATES THAT (X) NFL, 200 WEST 20TH STREET, NEW YORK (NY), NY,
TELEPHONE NUMBER (212) 924-8402, (X) IS THE NATIONAL ORGANIZATION WHICH ESWA AND EFWA ARE SUBSIDIARIES OF. ADDITIONALLY, INFORMATION WAS ASCERTAINED WHICH INDICATES THAT THERE ARE APPROXIMATELY 27 SUCH SUBSIDIARY ORGANIZATIONS USING VARIOUS NAMES IN THE NFL NETWORK NATIONWIDE. [ALSO, THIS NEW INFORMATION VERIFIED THE INFORMATION FROM WHICH STATED THAT THE TEACHINGS OF MARXIST-LENINISM,(X)U

APR 30 1982

SECRET
AND THE STUDY OF THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION EQUATING IT TO THE SOON TO COME AMERICAN REVOLUTION, DOMINATE THESE ORGANIZATIONS. HOWEVER, THIS NEW INFORMATION DID NOTHING TO ESTABLISH ANY LINK TO THE CPUSA EXCEPT ONE MEMBERS, (X) ADMISSON TO THE SOURCE OF THIS NEW INFORMATION THAT SHE WAS A COMMUNIST (NO MENTION OF CPUSA MEMBERSHIP). THE EXACT DETAILS OF THIS NEW INFORMATION AND IDENTITIES OF SEVERAL ESWA/NLF MEMBERS IN THE NY AREA (EFWA MEMBERS), WILL BE PROVIDED IN ANOTHER COMMUNICATION.

CPUSA ASSETS IN THE NYO WERE CANVASSED REGARDING ANY KNOWLEDGE THEY MAY HAVE THAT WOULD OR WOULD NOT INDICATE A CPUSA AFFILIATION WITH ESWA/NLF. WERE NEGATIVE HAVING NOT HEARD OF ESWA OR EFWA IN ANY CONNECTION WITH THE CPUSA (THEY HAVE NOT BEEN PROVIDED ALL THE NAMES OF THE MEMBERS OR ORGANIZATIONS).

HOWEVER, HAD HEARD OF NLF, EFWA AND THE NATIONAL LABOR COLLEGE, WHICH FUNCTIONS AS THE INDOCTRINATION SEMINAR FOR PROSPECTIVE NEW MEMBERS AND RECENTLY ADMITTED MEMBERS, AS WELL AS THE NAMES OF MEMBERS OF EFWA, IN SOME CONNECTION WITH THE CPUSA.

THE NYO RECENTLY CONTACTED SUFFOLK COUNTY PD, INTELLIGENCE
DIVISION REGARDING THEIR KNOWLEDGE OF EFWA/NLF ON LONG ISLAND. THEY HAVE HAD SEVERAL OCCASIONS IN THE PAST TO INVESTIGATE THE ACTIVITIES OF EFWA MEMBERS ON LONG ISLAND, ALLEGATIONS OF RADICAL BEHAVIOR, BUT WITH RESTRICTIONS PLACED UPON THEM BY THE WATERGATE SYNDROME THEY HAD TO DESTROY MOST OF THEIR INFORMATION OF EFWA. HOWEVER, THEY ADVISED THAT AN SA OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND FIREARMS (ATF) ADVISED THEM ON JUNE 26, 1981 A (X) WHITE FEMALE DATE OF BIRTH (X), PURCHASED FROM WORLD OF GUNS, FARMINGDALE, LONG ISLAND, THE FOLLOWING:

1. COMMANDO M-45 SEMI-AUTOMATIC RIFLE (ADAPTABLE TO BECOME AN AUTOMATIC).
2. TWO KNAL SEMI-AUTOMATIC MILITARY TYPE WEAPONS.
3. A BOOK ON GUERRILLA WARFARE.

THE TOTAL PRICE WAS ALMOST $4,000.00.

USED AS A RESIDENCE WHICH IS THE ADDRESS OF EFWA. SHE WAS ACCOMPANIED BY (X) WHITE MALE, ADDRESS IS ALSO LISTED AS (X)

NYO INDICES AND NCIC ARE NEGATIVE ON BOTH IN SUFFOLK
COUNTY.

THE ABOVE DOES INDICATE THAT INFORMATION OF THE EXISTENCE OF AN ESWA-EFWA/NLF MILITARY FOUR YEAR PLAN FOR A VIOLENT ATTEMPT ON THE US GOVERNMENT WAS ACCURATE. THIS WAS THE ONLY REPORT OF A WEAPONS PURCHASE BY AN EFWA MEMBER SUFFOLD PD COULD DETERMINE.

IT IS DOUBTFUL THIS HAS BEEN THE ONLY PURCHASE MADE BY A NLF ORGANIZATION MEMBER GIVEN THE EXISTENCE OF A MILITARY FOUR PLAN SINCE AT LEAST 1976. IN THE FORTHCOMING COMMUNICATION AN ADDRESS BREAKDOWN OF NLF ORGANIZATIONS NATIONWIDE AND NAMES OF SEVERAL CONFIRMED MEMBERS IN NY, ARE LISTED. IN VIEW OF THE ABOVE WEAPONS PURCHASE THE NYO SUGGEST THAT FBHQ CONTACT ATFHQ, IF IT STILL EXIST, TO ASCERTAIN IF ATF HAS ANY OTHER INFORMATION REGARDING ADDITIONAL PURCHASES BY MEMBERS OF EFWA ON LONG ISLAND, AFTER RECEIPT OF A FOREMENTIONED COMMUNICATION. IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT IT APPEARS THAT NLF MEMBERS LIVE IN THE LOCATION OF THE RESPECTIVE NLF ORGANIZATIONS THEY BELONG TO IN A COMMUNE TYPE ATMOSPHERE.

FOR INFORMATION OF NEWARK, THE NYO CONTEMPLATES THE ESTABLISHMENT OF CONTACT OF ESWA IN PHILADELPHIA IN THE NEAR FUTURE.

C & E 0478, REASONS 2 & 3, DRD JANUARY 21, 2002
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Records System/Service Sections

Jan. 25, 1982

[] Name Searching Unit, 4543, TL# 115
[] Service Unit, 4654, TL# 225
[] Special File Room, 5991, TL# 122
[] Forward to File Region 5554, TL# 333
[] Attention
[] Return to

Supervisor, Room, TL#, Ext.

Type of Search Requested: (Check One)

[] Restricted Search (Active Index - 5 & 20)
[] Restricted Search (Active & Inactive Index - 5 & 30)
[] Unrestricted (Active & Inactive Index)

Special Instructions: (Check One)

[×] All References (Subversive & Nonsubversive) :
[] Subversive Search
[] Nonsubversive Search
[] Main References Only
[] Exact Name Only (On the Nose)
[] Buildup
[] Variations
[] Restricted to Locality of

Subject

Birthdate &

Address

Locality

R# Date Search

Prod.

FILE NUMBER SERIAL

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 1/18/85 BY 833A

FBI/DOJ
Type of Search Requested: (Check One)

☐ Restricted Search (Active Index - 5 & 20)
☐ Restricted Search (Active & Inactive Index - 5 & 30)
☐ Unrestricted (Active & Inactive Index)

Special Instructions: (Check One)

☐ All References (Subversive & Nonsubversive)
☐ Subversive Search
☐ Nonsubversive Search
☐ Main References Only
☐ Exact Name Only (On the Nose)
☐ Buildup ☐ Variations
☐ Restricted to Locality of

Subject
Birthdate
Address
Localities

R# Date Initials
Prod.

FILE NUMBER SERIAL

INFORMATION CONTINUED

01/15/75 SPAGLAM